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Microgel-like network polymer precursor formation in
free-radical cross-linking multiallyl polymerization

Hiroyuki Hamamoto, Kota Himei, Satoshi Inoue, Hiroyuki Aota and Akira Matsumoto

The present study is an extension of our preceding work on gelation behavior. We observed no substantial difference in the

actual gel points among three isomeric diallyl phthalates: diallyl phthalate, diallyl isophthalate and diallyl terephthalate. The

resulting network polymer precursors (NPPs) were characterized by size-exclusion chromatography with both multiangle laser

light scattering and viscometry. It is of note that the structure of NPP, consisting of oligomeric primary polymer chains, becomes

core-shell type dendritic or nanogel-like with the progress of polymerization. The nanogel-like NPPs can then collide with one

another to form cross-links, eventually leading to gelation. Although the concentration of NPP should be high at the conversion

close to the gel point, the dilution of NPP by adding monomer could prevent the cross-link formation among NPPs, and

consequently lead to the successive growth of high-molecular-weight NPP from a nanogel to a microgel. The further growth of

the microgel as an inhomogeneous NPP with high cross-link density could eventually reach an extremely inhomogeneous network

polymer. These processes were pursued as typical examples using the bulk polymerization of DAT.
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In our previous work,1 the gel points in the free-radical polymeriza-
tions of diallyl aromatic dicarboxylates—including three isomeric
diallyl phthalates: diallyl phthalate (DAP), diallyl isophthalate
(DAI) and diallyl terephthalate (DAT)—were experimentally reexa-
mined in detail and discussed according to Gordon’s theory.2

Although the discrepancy between actual and theoretical gel-point
conversions was quite large and, moreover, it was enhanced in the
order DAP o DAI o DAT, no substantial difference in the actual
gel points was observed between the three isomeric DAPs. This
interesting gelation behavior was discussed in detail3 in terms of the
correlation between gelation and the difference in cyclization modes,4

as well as the difference in reactivity between the uncyclized and
cyclized radicals for cross-linking. Conclusively, the nonconsecutive
addition in DAT polymerization led to a delayed gelation, and the
cyclized radical in DAP polymerization showed an enhanced reactivity
for cross-linking.

Then, we tried to extend our previous discussion3 to the polymer-
ization of triallyl trimellitate (TAT) because the chemical structure of
TAT essentially exhibits the characteristics of three isomeric DAPs
(Figure 1). Therefore, the enhanced gelation was expected in TAT
polymerization, involving both abundant unreacted pendant double
bonds and cyclized radicals as two significant factors responsible for
an enhanced intermolecular cross-linking. However, no promoted
gelation was observed in TAT polymerization when compared with
DAP, DAI and DAT polymerizations.

For a full understanding of the gelation behavior in cross-linking
multiallyl polymerization, our preceding work5 was focused on the
characterization of resulting NPPs using size-exclusion chromatogra-
phy (SEC) with both multiangle laser light scattering (MALLS) and
viscosity detectors. SEC-MALLS-viscometry is a multi-detection
system providing the correlation of intrinsic viscosities ([Z]) versus
weight-average molecular weights (Mw) of fractionated samples; thus,
it is a powerful tool for the characterization of NPPs with core-shell
type dendritic structures. The structures of the resulting NPPs were
also characterized by both correlations of [Z] versus Mw and the r.m.s.
radius of gyration versus Mw. It is of note that the structure of NPP,
which consists of oligomeric primary polymer chains, as a character-
istic of allyl polymerization,6 would become core-shell type dendritic
or nanogel-like with the progress of polymerization. This kind of
nanogel-like NPP formation is inevitably related to the fact that no
substantial difference in the actual gel points among DAP, DAI, DAT
and TAT polymerizations was observed.

As an extension of our preceding work,5 the present study further
pursued the highest-molecular-weight DAT-NPP, that is, the nanogel-
like NPP. It should be recalled that we have been concerned with cross-
linking multiallyl polymerization7,8 as compared with that of the
opposite case of multivinyl systems, in which numerous reports
about microgel formation were published on the homopolymerization
of common multivinyl monomers and their copolymerization with
common monovinyl monomers.9–13 In our previous investigation,14
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we tried to clarify the inhomogeneous cross-link structure formation
or the microgelation in the bulk polymerization of DAP because the
cross-linked DAP resin consisted of colloidal particles when observed
using electron microscopy.15 However, our results clearly demon-
strated that any microgelation leading to the formation of colloidal
particles did not occur before the gel point. Thereafter, more detailed
work5 using SEC-MALLS-viscometry revealed nanogel formation in
place of microgelation, as mentioned above.

Through this connection, the most significant difference between
allyl and common vinyl polymerizations is in the predominant
influence of the length of the primary polymer chain on gelation.2,16,17

In diallyl polymerization, only the oligomeric primary polymer chain
is formed because the occurrence of a monomer chain transfer is quite
remarkable.5 Thus, the structure of the resulting NPPs in cross-linking
multiallyl polymerization changed with conversion and eventually
became nanogel-like at a conversion close to the gel point. Then,
the nanogel-like NPPs were able to collide with each other to form
cross-links with other NPPs, eventually leading to macrogel formation
or gelation. Although the concentration of the NPP should be high at
a conversion close to the gel point, the dilution of NPP by newly
added monomer could prevent the cross-link formation among NPPs,
and consequently lead to the growth of NPP from a nanogel to a
microgel. The further growth of this type of microgel as an inhomo-
geneous NPP with high cross-link density could eventually result in a
macrogel of an inhomogeneous giant molecule. This macrogel will
provide a typical example of an extremely inhomogeneous network
polymer formation. Thus, we explored the successive growth of a
highest-molecular-weight NPP with high cross-link density to a
microgel by means of nanogel formation in free-radical cross-linking
multiallyl polymerization.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials
DAT (Daiso, Osaka, Japan) as a monomer was purified by vacuum distillation

under nitrogen. Benzoyl peroxide (NOF, Aichi, Japan) as an initiator was

purified by a conventional method.

Polymerization
Polymerization was carried out in a glass ampule containing suitable amounts

of monomer and initiator. The ampule was degassed three times by the usual

freezing and thawing technique under vacuum and then sealed. It was then

placed in a thermostat regulated at 80 1C. After a predetermined reaction time,

the polymer was precipitated by pouring the reaction mixture into a large

excess of hexane containing a small amount of 4-tert-butylpyrocatechol as an

inhibitor. The purification of the polymer was done by reprecipitation from a

tetrahydrofuran-precipitant system. The gel fraction of the polymer at a

conversion beyond the gel point was separated by extracting the sol fraction

with tetrahydrofuran.

Measurements
The Mw of the resulting NPPs were measured by light scattering. The light

scattering measurements were carried out in tetrahydrofuran at 30 1C with an

Otsuka Electronics DLS-7000 dynamic light scattering spectrophotometer over

the angular range between 30 and 150 1C using unpolarized light at a

wavelength of 632.8 nm. The resulting NPPs were also subjected to SEC-

MALLS-viscosity measurement in order to estimate the correlation of [Z]

versus Mw by SEC using a triple detector system set in the direction of flow.

This system consisted of a viscometer, MALLS device and a differential

refractometer in sequence. The SEC-MALLS-viscosity measurements were

carried out at 40 1C in tetrahydrofuran using a three-column Shodex GPC

KF-806 L at polymer concentrations of 0.1–0.5% (w/v) and a flow rate of

1 ml min�1. The MALLS device was a DAWN model F (Wyatt Technology,

Santa Barbara, CA, USA); the laser beam used a wavelength of 632.8 nm and a

67-ml flow cell. A Wyatt ViscoStar (Wyatt Technology) was employed as the

viscometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characteristics of Dendritic NPPs Consisting of Oligomeric
Primary Polymer Chains as Exemplified by DAT Polymerization
Here, it is worthy to note that allyl monomers polymerize only with
difficulty, and their polymerization yields polymers having low Mw ,
that is, oligomers.18–21 Inevitably, free-radical cross-linking multiallyl
polymerization provides network polymers consisting of oligomeric
primary polymer chains.7,8 At an early stage of polymerization, only
oligomeric linear or loop-structured NPP is formed to generate the
core of the network polymer, which is completely opposed to the case
of common multivinyl polymerization in which a swollen high-
molecular-weight polymer particle is presumed to be formed.22,23

With the progress of polymerization, an enhanced occurrence of
intermolecular cross-linking enlarges the core from a linear polymer
to a branched one. This branched NPP grows further to give a highly
branched NPP, and eventually gelation occurs as a result of indefinitely
large network polymer formation. It is of note that the structure
of NPP consisting of oligomeric primary polymer chains becomes
core-shell type dendritic with the progress of polymerization as is
typically exemplified by the monoallyl/diallyl copolymerization shown
in Figure 2. This kind of core-shell type dendritic NPP formation as a
characteristic of the highly branched NPP consisting of oligomeric
primary polymer chains generated from allyl polymerization may be
related to the fact that no substantial difference in the actual gel points
among DAP, DAI, DAT and TAT polymerizations was observed. This
relationship may fall into the category of Flory-Stockmayer gelation
theory or a tree model.16,24,25

Thus, the polymerization of DAT was conducted in bulk using
0.1 mol l�1 benzoyl peroxide at 80 1C. Figure 3 shows the conversion
versus time curve, as well as the percentage of gel polymer. It is of
note that no gel effect26 was observed, even beyond the gel point.
The time at which a gel starts to form was then determined by
extrapolating the gel formation curve to a zero percentage. The
conversion at which gel starts to form, that is, the gel point, was
estimated to be 25.8%, although the gel points in DAP and TAT
polymerization were estimated to be 26.8 and 25.3%, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the SEC curves of NPPs obtained using DAT
polymerization after 40, 60, 80 and 90 min. The molecular-weight
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Figure 1 Chemical structures of DAP, DAI, DAT and TAT.
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distributions of the resulting DAT-NPPs were broadened toward a
higher-molecular-weight side with the progress of polymerization
as a reflection of intermolecular cross-linking. It is of note that,
up to the polymerization at 80 min, the broadening tendency of
molecular-weight distribution was gradual, and then it became
steep as the conversion approached the gel point. The latter steep

broadening tendency of molecular-weight distribution supports our
expectation that the core-shell type dendritic or nanogel-like NPPs
with a nanosolid as the core part can collide with each other to form
cross-links with other NPPs. This cross-linking eventually leads to
gelation as a reflection of the high concentration of NPP at a
conversion close to the gel point. This was also shown in Figure 5

Linear NPP

Branched NPP

Core-shell type dendritic NPP

Figure 2 A rough sketch of network formation processes in the free-radical cross-linking monoallyl/diallyl copolymerization.
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Figure 3 Conversion versus time curve for the bulk polymerization of DAT

using 0.1 mol l�1 benzoyl peroxide at 80 1C. Open and filled symbols

represent total and gel polymers, respectively.
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Figure 4 RI-monitored SEC curves of NPPs obtained in DAT polymerization

for (a) 40, (b) 60, (c) 80 and (d) 90min (see Figure 3).
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as the dependence of Mw of the resulting NPP on conversion; the
increasing tendency of Mw with conversion became remarkable at a
conversion close to the gel point in which the fluidity of the
polymerization solution was completely lost.

Successive growth of highest-molecular-weight NPP with high
cross-link density to microgel by nanogel formation
As mentioned above, the nanogel-like NPPs could collide with each
other to form cross-links among NPPs as a reflection of the high
concentration of NPP at a conversion close to the gel point. Accord-
ingly, the dilution of NPP by newly added monomer would induce the
inhibition of cross-link formation between NPPs. Consequently, it
may lead to the successive growth of highest-molecular-weight NPP
with high cross-link density to microgel by nanogel formation. Thus,
we attempted to conduct the stepwise addition polymerization as
follows: (a) DAT was polymerized in bulk using 0.1 mol l�1 benzoyl
peroxide at 80 1C for 40 min, (b) the polymerization solution was
diluted to one-half by adding the same volume of monomer contain-
ing 0.1 mol l�1 benzoyl peroxide and the polymerization was contin-
ued for 20 min, (c) the polymerization solution was diluted similarly
and, the polymerization was continued again for 20 min and (d)
repeated 11 times.

Figure 6 shows the SEC curves of DAT-NPPs obtained in the
stepwise-addition polymerization after 40, 60, 80 and 90 min.
The broadening tendency of molecular-weight distribution to a higher
molecular weight with the progress of polymerization was stepwise,
which is completely different from the results shown in Figure 4. This
kind of stepwise growth of the nanogel was reflected as a rather linear
plot of Mw versus time in Figure 7, being completely opposed to the
steep increasing tendency of Mw as a dotted line for comparison. It is
of note that the polymerization solution became turbid after the
stepwise polymerization at 180 min. Although in the bulk polymer-
ization of DAP,14 no microgelation occurred before the gel point, as
shown by the observation that no turbidity of the polymerization
solution was observed. Thus, we succeeded in increasing the particle
size from a nanogel to a microgel by means of our stepwise-addition
polymerization method. This was supported by the quite low [Z]
value; thus, the correlation of [Z] versus Mw is plotted in Figure 8.
Here, it should be noted that the intrinsic viscosity ratio, [Z]NPP/

[Z]Linear , is well known as a measure of branching.27 Therefore,
the [Z] values of NPPs were divided by those of the corresponding
linear PSt with the same Mw. Then, the ratios were plotted against
Mw, as shown in Figure 9. Quite low values were observed, suggesting
the nanogel- and microgel-like DAT-NPP formation is in conformity
with our expectations. Moreovre, it is of note that after 260 min, the
polymerization solution became white, supporting the microgel-like
DAT-NPP formation.

CONCLUSIONS

In our previously published article,5 we explored the polymerization
of DAP, DAT and TAT, especially focusing on the characterization of
the resulting NPPs using SEC-MALLS-viscometry. It is of note that the
structure of NPP consisting of oligomeric primary polymer chains
became core-shell type dendritic or nanogel-like during the progress
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Figure 5 Dependence of Mw on conversion (see Figure 3).
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Figure 6 RI-monitored SEC curves of NPPs obtained in the stepwise addit-

ion polymerization of DAT for (a) 40, (b) 60, (c) 80 and (d) 90 min.
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Figure 7 Dependence of Mw on time for the stepwise addition polymeri-

zation of DAT. Dotted line corresponds to the bulk polymerization of DAT

(see Figure 5).
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of polymerization. Then the nanogel-like NPPs with a nanosolid as the
core part are able to collide with each other to form cross-links,
eventually leading to gelation. Although the concentration of NPP
should be high at a conversion close to the gel point, the dilution of
NPP by newly adding monomer could prevent the cross-link forma-
tion between NPPs, and consequently lead to the growth of NPP from
a nanogel to a microgel. This possibility prompted us to attempt
the successive growth of highest-molecular-weight NPP with high
cross-link density from a nanogel to a microgel in a free-radical
cross-linking multiallyl polymerization; before gelation, the polymer-
ization solution eventually became quite white, supporting the micro-
gel-like DAT-NPP formation.
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